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A mouse called Enriqueto

by: Denerick Juvenal Ochoa López
Enriqueito was a shy mouse. He was black, crossed-eye, and had fallen ears. One morning, his stomach grunted like a lion; he woke up. “I'm hungry” he said.
Enrique is very intelligent to detect smells and flavors. He said: “Mmm… What a nice smell! Pizza, bananas, ham, bread, and cookies. “Yummy, yummy. Time to eat!”
The little mouse detected something else. “Oh! What is it? It smells delicious! It seemed like... Hmm. No, no, no. It was not possible or may be...”. Enriqueto felt confused.
The smell came from a big pan. Enriqueto said, “It smells like my mom's soup. I haven't seen my family. I miss them. It's time to go home. My favorite place!”.
“Hello mom.” Enrique said, “Hi”. Mom said. After a big hug, they started to cook a soup. They added a special ingredient, love. The family enjoyed the soup. Enrique said “Now I know family is the most wonderful gift”.
THE MAGIC TREE

by: Alicia Medina Cedillo
Once upon a time a very happy family lived in a small town; the people in the town wondered why they were so happy.
Until one day, the youngest son asked his dad – Daddy, why are you always happy? Don't you have problems?
The father answered, - That's because of the magic tree, - The magic tree? Asked the boy.
- That's right. father said – When I come home, I put all my problems in my magic tree.
That's why I always come home with a smile on my face, and when I go to work, I pick up all my problems.
The boy smiled, and understood the act of love that his father does every day.
The girl and the turtle

by: Blanca María Méndez
Once upon a time there was a little turtle living in the woods near a lake. The turtle lived alone because he had no family, but because he wanted to have a family one day he got the courage, and went to the little town near the woods to look for a family.
The turtle was walking in the streets of the town, and it was very strange because he was never outside the Woods. The people of the town were busy, and walking, and nobody saw the little turtle because he was really small, but then a little sweet girl saw him.
The girl saw the little turtle and took him in her arms the little turtle was very happy because he finally had a special person who can love him. After seeing the turtle the girl took him home.
The sweet girl got home and very happily she shouted: “Mom, mom! Look what I have found!” And the sweet girl showed her hands to her mom. Her mom after seeing the girl's hands was very surprised because in the hands of the girl there was a little turtle.
The girl asked to her mom if she could keep the turtle, but her mom said: “No”. The little turtle was very sad when he listened to the answer. The sweet girl looked at the turtle, and said to her mom, “the turtle is very sad too.”
Her mom asked the girl “How do you know he is sad?” The girl said: “This little turtle also has feelings as we do, he also can be sad, or happy”. After listening to what the girl said, her mom said she could keep the turtle, and everyone was really happy now.
THE ZOO

by: Fernando Olguin Sotelo

The Zoo
Leo was a strong lion. He had no friends.
All the animals were afraid.
Leo was sad no one wanted to play or be with him.
One day a squirrel fell in Leo's cage, and Leo helped her to go out.
After this all the animals wanted to be Leo's friends. He was happy.
THE COLORS

by: Litzzy Alexandra Otero Cardona
One day in the island of the colors some colors wanted to turn the rainy days happy. They decided to form a beautiful rainbow when the rain stops.
The colors doubted about this, they thought it would look ugly and sad but decided to give him a chance. The gray color wants to stop being a sad color.
After some time, some colors moved to the island. The gray color went with the other colors and tells them he wants to be part of the color rainbow.
The next rainy day they formed the rainbow and invited the gray color. They loved the result and since then the gray color stopped being sad and became part of the rainbow.

THE END
The divorce of
Ducky mom and Ducky dad

by: Ariel Sánchez Carrillo
One day we went to the lake with Ducky mom. It was weird for us not to go with Ducky dad. I guess he is just tired.
The next day Ducky mom and Ducky dad gave us bad news! They would divorce! It means that we would live with Ducky mom.
First, I got so sad; they wouldn't love me anymore!
No more days in the park, or dinner together.
But as the time passed, I realized something…
Their love was the same! I go to the lake with Ducky mom. And on weekends we have dinner with Ducky dad, I also have two birthday parties! My family is still great and I love them.
Ducky Dad and Ducky mom have three little ducks.
There is Susi, Beto, and there is me; Carlos
I love my beautiful family, we are great!
The Lost Horse

by: Celeste Guerrero Garza
Once upon a time a horse with small feet who got lost in the forest. The poor horse was frightened but found a house where it could rest.
The next morning it found a river that guided it to its house. The horse was just going round and round so it was
very sad.
Suddenly it found its dad who said, “Son you're alive.”
“I love you.” And the father embraced it. Its father noticed
It had its legs very hurt. Its father decided to take it to their home. They came to their house but found that it had been destroyed, they were very sad.
Then decided to build another house and they did it and lived happily forever after.
They learned that if things go wrong and fail, we can build our life back.
Once upon a time in a far away city called the wall, there was a very intelligent and protective boy named JJ, he was concerned about safety at his school; there were bullies and pranksters almost in every single classroom.
JJ had a big idea, he prepared a potion consisting of values, love, tolerance, respect, equality, peace, in order to do something to stop the bullying, he thought that if society had this potion, everything could be different.
JJ drank the potion and became on SB (Stop Bullying) and began his fight against bullying. He was observing all the time in his classroom, during recess, in the cafeteria, in the restrooms for any bullying attack.
One day SB saw a couple of kids beating a child. Immediately SB prepared his super powers on his hands, values such as tolerance, love, respect, equality, peace and approached them.
The bullies were angry because SB interrupted their plans, then with an impressive courage, SB touched the kids on the chest, on the side of the heart, in that moment they felt the super powers and they desisted from attacking that kid.
Since that day, they became his partners, with super powers like SB, and together they are watching the school and are looking for any attack of bullying to activate their super powers and convert the children in superheroes to live in a safer school.
THE STRANGE AND MAGICAL PUPPET

by: Azul Angélica Ávila Alemán
Once upon a time, in a very far village near of an imposing mountain that was surrounded by a rushing river, lived Carlitos, a very shy child with sad eyes.
Carlitos had not friends, no one wanted to play with him because he did not talk much and he was small to play games with them.
Carlitos' parents had a lot of work, so he always was alone at home. He liked to lie down below the bed to imagine he has a lot of friends.
When he opened his eyes and stopped dreaming, he could just see a fly on his sandwich, it was his only companionship. Carlitos started to cry.
One night while he was sleeping it started to rain heavily and lightning struck in the backyard.
After that he heard a strange noise coming from the Box of toys.
Carlitos was afraid, then he got up and took his superman lamp because it helped him feel safe without fear. He approached the box to find out what was happening.
Carlitos opened the box and found a sock with eyes and ears, it was a cute puppet of a little dog and next to it was a note that said, “When you don't need me, take me with someone who needs me.”
Carlitos put the sock on his hand and strong wind came out from the sock and the dog puppet came alive. Carlitos was so happy and played with him all night. At the next morning Carlitos told to his parents about the puppet but only Carlitos could see and hear the puppet move and bark.
Over time the kid was happier than ever playing a lot with the dog puppet, he called him, Felix. Felix helped Carlitos to stop being so shy so he could get many friends.
One day, Felix did not come alive again. Carlitos cried a lot but at the same time he remembered the note that Felix had when he found him. Carlitos understood that since he already had many friends, Felix's mission was over.
So Carlitos remembering the note started to look for the next child who had to be helped by this puppet.
One day, Carlitos found a child without friends named Paquito. He realized it was time to let the puppet in Paquito's house and wait for the puppet to do its work to make another boy happy.